
Intergraph G/Technology 10.03.0300 Issues Resolved 
   10.03.0300.05003 

• If two CRs numbers appear in the CR # column, the first CR listed is the primary occurrence of the issue. The second CR listed is a multiple occurrence CR filed 
specifically for the current software version.  

• A database upgrade is required for this release.  

 
 

 CR # Product Summary Description / How to Reproduce 

1.  1-1LAB7E7 G/Technology 
Administrator 

Simple Attribute queries restricted in 
Networks 

Simple Attribute Queries that have only one value to 
be prompted but have multiple substitutions of the 
one value within the SQL do not work. 
 
Resolution: Added logic to support Multiple 
substitutions 

2.  1-1LUZS9J G/Technology 
Designer 

Quick Search and Area Manager not 
working using IGTHelper 

Commands are not getting loaded before the 
Application's DocumentOpened() event gets fired. 
 
Resolution: Changed the functionality to load the 
tracker commands to load before the 
DocumentOpened event gets fired. 
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3.  1-1LYXSWD G/Technology 
Administrator 

PublishSubset does not map some 
datatypes correctly between Oracle and 
SQL Server. 

PublishSubset is not mapping the datatypes of 
ROWID and INTERVAL correctly between Oracle and 
SQL Server. 
 
Resolution:  Corrected mapping. 

4.  1-1M1FX8P 
 

G/Technology 
Designer 
 

Cannot open Workspace with Legend 
Filter  
 

Cannot open any workspaces that are saved with a 
Legend Filter.  
 
Resolution: Users can now use workspaces that have 
adhoc/pre-defined filters added to the 
DisplayControl. 

5.  1-1MIKQPH G/Technology 
Designer 

IGTComponent error when set a 
Geometry as null 
 

The software was trying to call a method on a null 
object.  
 
Resolution: Check for a null object before attempting 
to call the method on it. 

6.  1-1M04TG6 
1-1MRMQVH 
 

G/Technology 
Designer 

Error when removing 
g3e_count_extender from g3e_paircount 
 

After removing G3E_COUNT_EXTENDER from table, 
extender object was not handled for null value 
check. 
 
Resolution: Handled null value checks at appropriate 
locations 

7.  1-1N0JAC1 
 

G/Technology 
Designer 
 

Not able to reestablish relationship for a 
point feature having two owners 
 

Not able to reestablish relationship for a point 
feature having two owners. 
 
Resolution:  Allow point features to have two 
owners. 

 

 


